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Dr Ayele visited Brunel University 20 May–13 September 2007 to begin exploring common research interests with the mentor. The mentor then visited Addis Ababa University 7-13 September 2007, when he was advised about the teaching and research in the Department of Mathematics. He gave a survey talk entitled “An Introduction to localised Boundary-Domain Integral and Integro-Differential Equations”, and a short advanced level lecture course on “Sobolev spaces and localised boundary-domain integral equation analysis” to Dr Ayele’s research group.

Dr Ayele and Mr Adane visited Brunel University from 8 June-6 July 2008, benefiting from library and other research facilities at Brunel, and continued to work on joint papers with Mikhailov. Mikhailov also advised Mr Adane on his PhD project. During the visit, a joint presentation was produced for the 10th International Conference on Integral Methods in Science and Engineering at Santander, Spain, which both Ayele and the mentor attended. In addition to these activities Dr Ayele gave a presentation in the “Workshop and School on PDE Analysis on Singular Spaces” at the University of Bonn, 11-15 February 2008.

This has been a very fruitful collaboration producing five publications to date.
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